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this p\)jJulati.on i.s particularly challenging to the audi.ologist for

2
(1)

As a requisite to accura~e differential diagnosis, a va11d , ro

liable aud io~op,i.c aSSeSSfIY.cnt not only (;.ont.r.:i.butcs vi tal information for I
appropriate rlu3dica1 and cducati('lnal ciirecti.on, but Hlay challen&e and even

alter the validity .)[ tht; "wen tB Uy

rt~

1 . ' If
t'arUIHl

( .••

r;) .Bue.
l ' 1 l.hl..
,_. ~l.'yvitH
'. ,. t e

J'HI.

Bradley, 1969, p. 1}1).
(2)

The amount· of hearing 1lnpttirmr>.ot in an individucl retar.date

may be disproportionately handicapping, making 1.ts identification that
much more important (Frisina and Lloyd> 196sb, p. 2'13; K:hnmicil, 1965, pp.
129-30; Fisch, 1968> p. 123; LillyVlhiLe and Bl'.:adley, p. 65 and p. 114).
For example, a "moderaten

lof's ~nay cause the NR chUd greater di.fficulty

in learning language than. ,.;ot:ld the same loss fur a cbUd of normal
inte 11 igence.

(3)

Data on inc'i.dencc: of h(;a1:1ng impairment ~.mong NR child:r:ccn are

relnar:kable in several respe.ct's.

There is general agreement that the per-'

centage is s'.1bstantially higher than the 3 to 5 percent (O'Neill and Oyer,

1966, p. 293) of nOl:'mal public school children reported with mild to se
vere losses; but in addition, the figures for l-fRs vary gre.:2t.J.y.
and MattheWfJ (1951) reported 2.5 to 18 times as
to 19 years of age:: as for norma.J.s.

Birch

.lch loss in 21+7 HRs 10

'll'•

LillY~'7hite and Bradley (PV, 13 .. lLt )

refer tc an unpublished report on hearing testing in Oregon of 2,235
~r1:1eAblt"

rf·tardates in.

196::;.-61:

1.n Hhlc:-t IT~ h'l.C \1.1edically referr::tble

losses, a figurE': appro);.irr'i3.te 1y five times the
overall. no-rmA.l s-.;:hoo1 population th9..t year.

3. 3~:

found in that statl3' s

Schlanger. and Gottslebcn

(1566) cite studies reportl.nf; th.at r,:om 13 to 55.5% of this handicapped
group evidence hearing loss.

A more recent survey by Lloyd and Frisina

(196sb) reports a range of 8 to 56%.

Incidence of hearing impairment

alllong MR children fl.lso departs from the trend among normal school

3

(l~)

Many retdrded childrel1 an' dlfficn!t to.) test, end.:;. ;1U!nber of

reports have sLated thdt convcnt:ion&l heari.ng
suitahle fer this population (Koc1man

t~~st

procecbres are not

S:.!..i::..l.• , :938: Heyeuioll, 1956

and

CHAPTER I

HISTORY OJ? 11!I!; l'RIJDLEM

The essenU.al coneern of the 8l'diologist fsced with the tM:!k of
assessing MR children is to ohtain at'diometric thre.shold data which is
valid and reliable.

According to Lloyd and Fri8in~ (1965b, p.

9),

the

wide variation!:; in reported i£;d.dence of: hearfng impafrment among this

population

II

•

•

•

SUggCbt a possible lack of inter- and intra-test

agreement and/or other
associated with

8FlseSSIY!2nt

char~cterist~cs

probleml;,

'i

'l'he~;e problems haye been

of the child uuder test as well as a

number of other fac tors.
Intelligence of the subject has been suggested as a variable by
J.. loyd and Frisina

(1965b, p. 10).

A study by Bradley, Evans and Worth

ington (1955) reported somewhat more test-retest variation a.mong 30 re
tarda.tes with IQs u""t,.,reen 30 and 50 than among an equal number with rQs
bet,,1een 50 and 79.

Lloyd and Reid (1.966), ho\vever, reported only a

slight t1(.:,I.J tOlJu:cd better test-retest agreement among retardates with
IQs ranging from ~·O to
an<~ Hd-forlis

75 as

cornpan~d with lower levels.

Lloyd} Reid

(1968) found no relationshi.p be.tween size of pure tone test

retest difference and IQ, and no .significant difference between test
retest reliability on consecutive days in comparing childree :i.E NI
Levcl~

II, III, IV ond V.
Atypic~jl

and diverse behavi.ors have be-en 2_ssociatec with

vnria~

tions in i.ne idence da ta by Leach (1965) and Lloyd and Fris ina (lq65 b ) ~

5

,:'esults by Sen langeI' ali'l Gou:s 1eb::n.
Kopatic

(lC}6;..

p.

]33) !l1ade

the f()llowin~~ statement in rega::7d to

testing heari.ne Iwlong tllis !J0fllllati nn;

For purposec of validity, objectivity ~nd reliability cf pur~
tone audioInt: U;y Itlhh. tht;; nl(;;nL£I.liynanriicdpp::d, i.t: is necessary
to <)Dtain several .?udiogl.(:"'~
for<~ the l:etarded subject's hearin~

rapacity can be

ascert~~ned.

sis of t'eliabili t~T dat.'l abtatned i.n a study of

speech threshold

!(.l\.I'i.

r'un::

to~\e

and t ..70

me~sures:

ac1m:i.nistel'e>~

qilaHfit~.(t

t'~

"''b.er. such tests are
by <3
I'ludit,lngis
there appears to be no need ;:'0 aciJ:PL ·caut.ill!: r.epeat teE'.ting as::
a clinictll proced.ure for ment~lJy retarded ch:i.ldren.
Frisina and Lloyd (1965b, p. 212) claim that audion1'2tric testing

can he accomplished at all levels of let&rdatioR and recognize criteria
for testability as nepr->ndent upon the!sk:ill of t:he audi.ologist anel hi::.

r::cthodil rather than on ch'.l:racteristi.c~ of the child.

tion (Uoyd and 'Frisina,

19651::,

p.

lOt,

In another publica

they state the following:

It is assumed that these chi1dr~n are testacle wh~n the appro
priate methods are utilized and tlht the untf:stablcncss lies with

the examiner and/or procedure and!not necE>.ssarily wi.th som~tping
inherent in the child.
Webb

2_~21., (1966)

examined

dC'l'.

frCl.:.l

10 studies reportin5 on hear

ing loss among over 5000 insr::itutic}1l<:L ized HRs lind found thc.t incidence

increased as a direct function o! stringency of pass-fail criteria of tl~
examiners, a variable olso m{~ntiom:d

'by Lloyd and flisin8 (1965b, p. 10).

The latter authors also reif'r to char8.cteristics of the te!Jting envi.ron··

6
aud iometer performance l'P to

to

ciS 8.t particular frcquenc ie1:l (Eaglf_~s and

Doerfler, 1951), and d :i.ffeni!ces be tWE:"fl reporUl employing audiome ters
calibrated to American Standd:r.d", r.st·o~~iation (AS.h.) reference levels of

1951 and the zero reference Ie.vels of

tht~

International Organi.zation

. for Standardization (ISO) adopted jn this countl:Y in 196h.
The prevaiH.ng impress:i.on is that variations in incidence f:i.gures
on hearing impairment among reta.rded populations are indeed related in
some degree to reliability and validity of test rPBults, and that these,
in turn, depend upon selection and skillful ilnplernentation of appropriate
tests and procedures for each patient.
All hearing tests involve .tvI7O major classes of va't'iahles:
the

delive~y

first,

of precise, quantifiable auditory sUmuli; second, the iden

tification of the patient I s responses to these stimuli.

The first cate

gory presents relatively little difficulty for the audiologist, although
a frequent problem '7ith

retardat~s

and young children is their inHial

apprehension and rejection of the earphones.

Generally, however, exper

ienced clinicians will find conditioning procedures that will, in time,
overcome this aversion.
It is with5.n the second cluss of variables t.hat audiologists most
frequently encounLer serious difficulty in testing MR children; they
often respond

unpredic~ably

and inconsistently if they respond at all,

even at suprathresllOld ·levels.
There arc) of course, objective tests by

hich the examiner can

y.1

circumvent some of the problC'ms associated w5.th subjective techniques.
Chiefly, these consist of the use of electroencephalography (EEG), and
psychogalvanic skin response or reflex (PGSR or GSR) audiometry. the

latter also refer.n~o to

2,S

either electrodermal

audiom~try

(EDt.) or.

e lee trodermal re s ponse. (BDR).
EEG has been

d~scribed

as a, l?T.·jmislng teehniq1..!e for clifficult··to

test patients (Miller, de Sch\ve:!nitz and Goetzinger, 1963., p. 149; O'NeIll
and Oyer,

but it r~tnains in a developmental stage a~1d re

1966, p. 264),

quil.es eGuip;nent and f>kills not 'readily ava i,lable to the average clini
Carl-locd (1965 ~ p. 238) states that EEG studies among the mer-tally

eian.

r.:tarcl~d are nota1Jly lat.:king in the literature, and Webb

!':..L.:!l..

(1961~)

describe the teehnj.q-:le, as "impractical" for that poplllatio':1.

GSR studi.es "lith the retarded are n.ot yet conclusive.

pp. 231-,2) states that: thi.s cerhn"ique
liable threnbolds • • •
cases~.

11

II

•••

Fulton (1965,

c::tn provide valid and re

\oil.til severely retarded individuals in SO'lle

but other report.s on its applicability to this population describe

"comflatc failure"

(Waldon, 1965, p. 189), and Hlimited value" (Lamb and

Graham,) 1968) p. 72"().

\~ehl) et a!.

(1964) state that

GSR is no more ef

fective with the mentally retarded than standerd audiometry, and Lloyd
and Reid (1966) cite comparisons with a rnodif:ted audiometric tcchnique-
conditioner.. or:ientation refh-;·: lir l:'e~ponse (COR)--which fO..:lnd GSI: the
less reliable of the two.
All other audiometri.c t.est

method~--both st~mdard

essentially subjective tests and rely
responses to controlled sound stimuli.
as forres of behavioral audiometry.

\ heb.avioral aud iom;:: t::::y
48 1 ),

u~~u

and !]1odified--are

observation of the patient f &

As snch, they may be cat<?gorized

As defined by Goldstei.n (1962, p.

ir.c ludes,

• • • any overt response.' whether i.t is an intf'nti,01.11.1 r::'!.isit'~g
of r-he hand vJhcn. th.~ tone is hear.d: a rereti.t:ion of r~ v?0:cd tn a
speech test, or an inv n l r.1uta r y stC',..t-1e response cf a child.
Fri~in-"l

(1963, p. 137) de.:;;:::;::.b€:.; b.:.lnwlvral audiometry in terms of

~ ·;.·,:;r:~"·'·"'·
':~::.
i_ ~ .' ";'~~. :-"
-;

I,' \

8
reinforcement theory.

From this

standpoin~)

any subjective testing me"

thod can be viewed as an operant pa'radigm in '-7h1c,h stimulus control is
achi.eved by selective

l~einf()l"cer)\(';nr

of desi!'ed responses, leading to

discriminative responsiveness by the iubject to the auditory stimuli.
Host standard and modified parE: tone tests ',vith HR children require
the child to respond with some type of identifiable motor behavior to
each auditory StiIW1J.1JS.

One exception is the u::::c of "yes" r.esponses as

reported by Foalc and Paterson (1954) vJith 100 boys in MI Levels I and
II.

Ordi.nari1y, ho\-leve:e, standard response modes consist of raising a

hand or finger, or pressing a button in response to each discrete tonal
stimulus.

With higher. level, cooperative retardates, verbal instructions

may be sufficient to elicit the desired response behavior, but with lower

level retardates, theSe may confuse more than they assist the subject.
In these latter cases, experienced audiologists rely more on gestural
demonntration or aetnal manipulation of the child's arm or hand at the
start, with u.se of social reinforcement stIch as "Goodl! or "Fine" to
tain response

SllS-

b~havior.

:, summary by

Lloyd and Frisina (1965a) of 63 audiomctrfc E:tud:'es

among the retarded inc1icat.es that standard audiometry has often been

the method of choice for testing.

This stmlffiary also demonstrates that

the pc:cc:.:"ntage of "untestab1es" has been rather high, ranging fr0nl 7%
.for

30 }IRs in HI Levels I to IV (Bradley, Evans and

\~orthingt0n,

1955)

to 1:5% fo}: 20 chi Idren i11 MI Leve Is III and IV (Ryan and StevJart, 1965).
I.il1.y~\1hite

and Bradley (1969~ pp. 112-'13) state that the m3jority of re··

tarded children can be teste . .} by s tanc1 e.rd methods if those ftppropr'ia te

t..)

their mental development are chosen.

Barr (1q55) investigated use of Dnre

tone audiometry among both normal and

~etarded

pre-school children and

9

of

3.0

years, with play audi.orc2try succcssf.ll !tJr c:.bout two-thirds of th0

chi.luI·en in the l-JA range 2.5 to

3.0

y~arg.

He further reported that all

pure_ tone eX:::lInir..::tio,•.3 ..",,:LIS Uii,sl.i.;:ce.::;sfLtl fOl: chHdren with "grave general
retardati~)n and/or beh~vior probl.~ns" helm-; a chronologIcal age (CA) of

4.0 years.
Vari.ous mod if ic.3. tions of s talld<.\rd procedures have been reported_

Curry and Kurtzrcck (1951) developed an ear.-choice method re,\uiring the
child to pc·bt to the test ear as the signal '>fas switched from side to
side.

Intensity of the s:i.gnal uas gradually lO\vered to threshold as the

c lillie ian Svlept from fre'luency to frequency.

I.loyd and Me lrose (1966)

uEed a mod i.fied eHr-choice tech:d.que in "hich

tht"£~~hold

for one

fr~qucncy

was determined

at a time .tnst'eCiu of sweeping freq'!Jenci£'s at e9.ch

intensi.ty leveL

Play 8udioIT'etr.y ms.y include th2 more conventional hand-raising and
ear-choice methods, out is more often thought of with reference to such
motoric reSpOrLSE::!S as dropping blocks" removing
pegboard, puttin.g

~:ings

such as a drum, etc.

0.(

inserti.ng pegs on a

on a peg or removing them, r.triking an object

It has been hypothesizeJ that repEotition

,~f

such

response mcd~s ha.s inherent reinforf.:.ing pruperties for the child (l,loyd,

1966" p. 131), bot expe.rienced clinte1.ans gener3.lly

~1.SC social reinforce

ment 1.n additi.on in order to enhance this effe.:t.
Vi.sual rcinforc£;ments
ta-test pati.ents since

1930

havi~ bi.~cn

used by 8ud:\ologistswith diffic'clIt

(E~"i.tl8:).

F:ssentiall::, the method involves

activation of a rej.uforcer such as a projected picture or mechanical toy

by the: pa::ierit pressing a button

~.Theh

the l:€.!st sLgnal is present.

Press

ing the outton when no si~llal if! !'l"e~ent- results i:1 no rc!nfcrccment ':'nd

Dometllr,es

delay in the next stirm.:l'lf.

,9

typically 100%; and
~mal.

The re:i.nforcernent schedule is

SOChl1 rebforc8r.l(~nt

is usually paj,red ",.;rith the

(196sb) found his sl.i.de-.show

Lloyd

Vl.

techniq!.l~ effective ~/ith many

patients 'who were difficul( to test by conventional methods, but described

it as not universally applic3ble.

Heaver (1965) de;.;~ribed the slide-sho'""

method as of primflry utili ty with normal yOllng children, hut applied the
t,,~o

technique to

42

g'Coups of retardates

~t!ith

respective mean IQs of 52 and

and found only one subject :i.n the lower level group who could not bt:

successfully conditioned and tested .with that method.
Lloyd

(1965) compared six threshold tests--hand raising, modified

ear-choice, play (hI ock-dropping), and slide ShOH for pure tones, and two
speech receptJ_on tests (point-to·-the-picture, say-the-\vord)--amol1g ~O MI
Ileve~ II and III children averaging lr!. yea."l'S,

6

months of age and con

clu.icd that all of those cr..etliGJs were reliahle i f admhd.stered by a qual
ified audiologist.
the purE'. tone

tt~sts,

The pl.ay technique was slightly mC'!'e reliable among
and t.he two speech tests were reportf'd slightly more

reliable o'lf.'rall than the four

pllr~

tone me-tho·b.

Other techniques \.;rhich have been found useful \vi.th the ret6.rded
include forms of behavioral observation audiometry (BOA) such as condi

tioned orientation response (COR) (Suzuki and Oglba, 1961.) and reflexiva.
audiometry (t-laJdon, 196:;).
scre~ning

These are ~sl';entiaHy outgrowths of infant

procedures, relying on identificutiNl of reflexi'Je local iz ing

or searching responses to sound stimuli.

Fulton and Graham (1966) re

ported the technique as an effec.tive screening devke £':>1'
ret8.rd,~d.

th~~

severely

Lloyd, spradlin aad Reid (196G~ p. 23'n btat<2."that i t -...·A.S found

mOJ..e suc(;<;:ssfu1 with the moderuteiy retarded thatl ,,,it}) lowe.c levels.

~+~.,~

11

Because pure tones a.re
men t

t- dad!:l'
a 1 1_y re.ar
c
C....1,.j"

r:~lat.ively

-.,.-,- '1
r.OI.·la
.•'1 .-,"\
yCL.Jb

incffic~ient

-i,';] -l'~'-'''''
r:,~.-.(1.r..~4

\tErri-.... w .• lI oCt

stimuli. for both
al-'·d
.. E'v,~no, 1044.'J
,
7

0

Cr

-

Froesche1s and Beebe, 1946; vJc\ldon, 196); Hendel, 1968), techniques have
been devised with such diver'se ·stir,iul:L as anima 1 60unds (Ryan and Stewart,
1965), baby cries (,waldon, 1965), exclHmatiOtH~ such as, "I'm here," and
H\vatch out" and non-speech sounds such as made by a cow, horn, rattle,
etc.

(Beedle ~_~l., 1966).

Each of these r2ports claimed significant

advantages over use of pure tone stImuli wi.th HR children.

At best, how-

ever, they are gross screening techniques whic.h can not differentiate between a patient's two ears and do not generally provide precise, diagnostica11y important threshold data for specific frequencies.
Probably the most successful forms of behavioral audiometry "lith
the mentally retarded are the techniques referred to as operant conditi.oning audiometry (OCA) or tangible reinforcement operant conditioning
audiometry (TROCA) as repoj:tedby Spradlin and Lloyd (1965), Lloyd (1966),
and Lloyd, Spradlin and Reid (1968).

Other reports on this type of test-

iIig hHve been made by Meyers on and l1ichae 1 (1960) and by La Crosse and

Bidlake (1964).

The most detai.led descriptions and apparently the most

successful applications to MR children, particularly those in the lower

MI levels, are found in the reports authored or co-authored by Lloyd.

239),

According to Lloyd, Spradlin and Reid (p.
sist of five inter-related
reinforcer;

phasc~:

TROCA procedures ('on-

(1) determining the most effective

(2) initial operant conditioning for pressing a large but(3)

ton in respone to an intense (70 dB, ISO) warbled sound field tone;
stimulus generalization to both lower intensity levels and different
fr(-'nl1Pr"!I"'';(,,<:'....
• j_ •• _ •• ¥_.' .....
.i

f1_~'
\\/

r.("~
• .,;l
-'=~-.1r1
.•
...
..L_ .....

~~rt:>eni'o:,,>"
~-1.J.b

at- "''"'
-

,.:tv,

1"_.

sCl'eening and threshold testing \.vi th earphones.

IS()'

"",

:.'~

1....,." ..... 1

rr::..' h-71-: I-c
,

......

)

.~,_

.... ~.'-

-:1

J: . . 4,>_

The authors reported

..... ,.

12
(PP. 2 112- l(?) that. t.hey established lJ;~~.r;lulus control using this procedur.e
with

42 of 50 profoundly retarded

childrcn~ and that of these, pure tone

data were obtained on .39 ,,;hlch " • . • seemed valid in terms of
able audiometric configurations and
otologic findings."
tests.

!>fasking

\>Uli."

.::\gLc~m('!lt

.:e&8011.

,d,th other data such as

twed \<lith both nir and bone condl'ction

They state that TROCA coald be adapted to obtain Bekesy, SISI,

tone decay, Stenger, DL, an.d other specific audiologic information.
chief disadvantages appear to b\i! the cJ.j,nica1.
demanded.

4

I

Hm<~

The

and number of sessions

The profoundly n:!ta:rded children they tested required between

and 50 ten- to twenty-minute sessions.
It seems apparent, thr:m, ,that no sirlg1e

techrl~.q\le

for acquiring

valid, reliable threshold data among MR child:tcn has yet met with uni
versal acceptance among audiolog~~ts.

Frisina and Lloyd (l965b, p.

274)

recognize this in the following statement:
There is great need, esp2cially in MI Levels IV and V, for
systematically studying response modes and methods of condition
ing for response to auditory stimuli.
It was with reference to this need that the following investigation was
initiated.

I

I

CHAPTER' II

DESCRIPTION OF idE PROBLEH

A review of the litera.ture. reveals no studies of echoic vocalization
as a ci")nditioned response to pure tone stimuli.

Nearly all applications

of pure tone audiometry to NR children have used some form of motoric re
sponse, such as hand-raising, pOinting, pressing a button, dropping blocks,
etc.

Verbal responses, of course, are a sta!ldllrd response mode in speech

audiometry, and gross screen:i.ng. techniques such as BOA have used increase,
decrease, or cessation of vocal activity, as well as humming and echoing
as gross measures of response to a variety of speech and non-speech sound
stimuli (Frisina 8.nd Lloyd, 196sb; p. 277).

But apparently there have

been no reports of systematic use of echoic vocalizations, defined here &.s
any discrete; laryngeally-phonated sounds) as a specific mode of response
to pure tones \-1hich is conditioned and brought under stimulus control.
It is well established that infants and young children t s vocal be

havior can be brought under stimulus control.

Rheingold, Gewirtz and Ross

(1959) demonstrated that voea.l behavior; could be very quickly modified in
norw~l infants as young as three months.

Horowitz (1963) has reported on

ef.fective reinforcements and schedules for sustaining vocal behavior of
HR children.

Salzingel

Many other studies (e.g., Kerr, Meyerson and }lichael, 1965;

l!1.,

1965), have demonstrated success in shaping both vocal

and verhal behaviors in children diagnosed nS mentally retarded through
us~

of

r"'''~oGse-continge!lt

..1 0 lii.ll~t

!:'einfc:::"ccme!'t p:::-og!:'3.ming.

There aFPcars t:;) be

::'v Lhe applicabilii.;y of such f'Locedures in terms of M:L leve1R,

II i

:/

I
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but r.eports by Bradley, Evanf; a.nd Ho:;.'thingtQn (1955), Das (l961), and
Fulton and Graham (1966) l.ndlcate dUd_ condidorl:ng time is inversely re
lated to MI level; i.e., lO\·!f;.:r level ,:etardates are slower to condition.

I

I

The motor response uf:ed in this study '-las the dropping of poker
chips into a pail.

,I

This is a type of response common to play audiometry

and is very similar to the block-dropping method which Lloyd (1965a) re

:/
I

ported as slightly more reliable for test--retest consistency than stan

l

dard, ear-choice and slide-show techniques.
The echoic vocal response (EVR) includec any discrete, laryng-eally-

I
"

phonated utt<;,rance which could be temporally identified as a response to
the tonal stimulus.

This response category was defined broadly to include

practically any non-vegetative vocal activity, since the specific type
used by a child might depend upon (1) his repertoire of vocal behaviors,
(2) the particular vocalization brought

undl.~r

stimulus control in the op

erant paradigm, and (3) variability among vocal responses from event to
event.

Thus, for one child, guttural, vowel-like grunts might be accep

table; for another, a particular word or phrase or a variety of verbal
utterances mtght serve

~qual1y

well.

The var:!,ability of possible re

sponses within this ehss ,,:a8 not deemed critical, since i t \\fas prima
rily the temporal relationship of the :response to the stimulus which
would determine validity.
It was felt that thE: essential criteria for identification and

acceptance of classes of responses, whether motor or vo<.:al, were, (1)

i
I

I
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that the auditory stimulus become: discrimi.native for respond:f.ng, Le.,
become a discrimlnaU'IC stiu:.ulus (sD); and
stimulus become a neutral stimulus

D.o"
(5).

(2) that absence of the tonal

Assumi.ng an effective reinforcer

for each child, thes€:! critcr:i.a were felt to be both achievab'lc and com-'
patible with established reinforcement princ iplea.
1'he problem to be investigated is stated in the following two
hypotheses:
(1)

A heterogenous sample of moderately and severely mentally re

tarded children will demonstrate significant differences in acquisition
data obtained for echoic vocal responses to supra threshold pure tone
stimuli as compared with similr.r data for motor responses (object drop
ping) to the same stimuli.
{2)

A heterogenous sample of ~oderately and severely mentally re

tardcd children will demonstrate significant differcnccc in extinction
data obtained for echoic vocal responses to supra threshold pure tone stim
uli as compared \Jith similar data for motor responses (Obj2Ct dropping)
to the same stimuli.
In addition, the following questions were felt to be of inh,rest:
(1)

Is echoic vocalization a practical response mode to pure tone

flignalsfor mf!ntally rete.rded children?

Is this a modification which

might be used t:.l:::crnatively and more or less equally well as compared
with standard and play response
(2)

mode~?

What are the specific advantages or. di.sadvantnges \lhich might

be expected in applicdlion of this response mode to mentally retarded
subjects'?
( •.~'i
~

.

L\"'J..

furth~r

research?

CHAPT'ER III
l-IETHOD

I.
Fourteen children,

6

SUBJECTS

8

boys and

girls, 't-lere initially selected from

an enrollment of 21~ at the Retarded Children's Genter in Aloha, Oregon.
Of the original 14, one 9-year-old boy failed toachi~ve criterion for
I

either the motor or echoic vocal response (EVR) modes and was dropped
from the study.

Another boy, 15-yealts old, achieved criterion on the mo
I

tor tasks but fai.led to reach the criterion on tasks involving EVR.

In

I

sdd\tfon, one 13-year-old girl reRch~d criterion on all tests except those
I

invCllving motor responses to ItOOO Hz; s1.gnals.

lbus, the total N for dU

I

fer~nt

statistical treatments ranged l from

sub jec ts inc luded in the study (Tab lie

MAs

betw~en

13 to 11.

Crited.a for those

II) encompassed the following:

I

2.0 and 5.0 were sought for the followi.ng reasons:
I

(1)

I

Children with NAs above 5.0 years ate not considered genera lly difficult
to test; standard hand-r<:lising, ea.r-choice or play techniques
effective.

(2) Children below an I-JA level of 2.0 years are

al·~

'..tsually

mo~t often

quite difficult Lo test by any conventional methods nnd requi:ce greatt!r
clinical time to conditicn.

The limited scope of this investigation dId

oot jUl'ltify inclusion of subjects with extremely lew NAs.
Unfortunate ly, as is often tht::

cas~

wi th

tlainabl~

Ni1.s, pn:!cise,

recent psychometric data \·!cre not available for all sul-::jc.;ts.

HAe based

TABLE II
SUBJECT DATA

Subject

Group

-

Sex

I

I
I

CA

MA

Yr. Mo.

Yr. Mo.

A

F

10 - 10

I.H

A

F

13 -

5

M

14 -

4

M

15 -

0

DM
~J)

I

I

I
I
I

I

A
A
A

I

i
I

I

3 - 9

I

I

I

11 -

!""

--.. -

f

I

I

I
II
I

-----

.,

!

I.
I

I

--

DS

A

M

7 - 7

CB

A

F

7 - 7

LK

B

M

12

I.L

B

F

12 -

3

2 -

EH

B

F

8 -

3

3

LD

B

F

7 - 3

SH

B

F

..

CC

B

F

11 -

Q
-'

Label

38
34

I

III

II
I

I

IV

37

III

---

-

"Mod.

--

"Sev." !-iR

f!

}!R

"Mod." NIl.

10

3

IV

35

2 - 11

31

IV

2

30

IV

8

48

III

2 .- 10

43

III

49

III

./

I

Diagnostic

II

I

2 -

I

1<1

MI Level

IQ

I

I

DB

CB

SB

I

I

"Sev." MR

!;j
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on the Stanford-Binet Intelligence SC8.Ie ,·,ere available on seven of the
subjects and ranged from 2 years, 2 months to :; years, 9 months, t-lith a
mean of :; years, 1 month.
maining six children.

No specific NA da ta were available on the re

However, threE'. of the latter had been assigned

Binet IQs \-lhich were within the "moderate" and "severe" categories of
the AAMD (Table 1) and th(~ remaining three had been medically diagnosed
as either "moderately severe retardi'ition" (one case) or "severe retard
ation" (two cases),

Thus, Croup A contained three subjects ',Those mean

MA was:; years, 2 months,. and four whose MAs

~'ere

consisted of four subjects whose mea.n MA was :;

unspecified.

year~,

Group B

1 month and two

.whose MAs wete not specified.

1.!!!.e 11 igence
So far as possible, children were selected trom the IQ range 20 to
51 on the Revised Stanford-Bhlet.

This range encompasses MI Levels II!

and IV, "moderate" to IIseverel! retardation.

Spradlin (1967) has stated

that qualified audiologists have been able to accomplish pure tone test
ing on most children with IQs of

40

or above, corresponding roughly with

the lower limits of the moderate range of retardation, and Frisina and
Lloyd (196513.) recognize the levels belm\' this as IlIost challenging for
the clinical audiologist.' Thus the range selected permits comparison of
the two response modes among Some children ir.. MI Level III who may be
relatively easy to conditlon and those individuals in HI Level IV ,,,ho
may be difficult to tE!st.

Recorded IQs ::iva Hahle for nine s\~bjects ranged from 30 to 1~9, with
a ll!""!an of

38.

The re!n~i.ning

f01!r

eral range or medical diagnosis.

w'ere unrecorded except in terms of gen

Thus, Gronp A consisted of four subjects

19
\lith measured scores ranging fro:o ;Jl~ to

3[\

ane a mean of

36.

Two of the

remaining three in Group A had c. medicHl diagnosis of "moderate" retar
dation; the third had heen diagnosed

0.8

flsevere" retardation.

y1aS made up of five ina ividu.q Is nmgil1g from
a mean of

4o,

30

Group B .

to hy in Binet rQs, with

and one subject \.;it:h an Ullspeci.ficd IQ ,,,ho had been diag

nosed as "severe ll in retardation.

Chronolpgica t~
CA is not of particular :iemportance in a study comparing the same
subjects on two different measures.

An age range from 7 to 18 years was

arbitrarily selected to allow greater·generalization of projected results
to school-age MR populations.

1;0 addition, i t ,vas felt that comparison

of response behaviors between children with similar M.A.s but differing in
CAs would be of interest.
The 13 subjects included in this study ranged from 7.25 years to

16.25 years with a mean CA of 11.38 years.

TIle six Group A subjects

ranged from 7.6 to 15.0 years, 'with a mean CA of 10.8 years.
subjects in Group B ranged in age [rom

'r .25

The six

to 16.25 years with a mean

CA of 11.4 years.

Physiologic and Sensory

Factor~

Children with handicapping

nCUl~omusclllar

involvement, specific

brain damage, or gross 'sensory impairment were excluded from consider
ation because of the likelihood of special di.fficulties in responding to
the testing procedures.

This study particularly required that each child

have aud5.tory acuity in his test ear which would permit responses to 500
and 4000 Hz air-condllctp.n pllre tones

(fpHvpypd

hv earohone

!'It'

70 nR

l.lJ,.

Therefore, as a precautionary mcasur.;!, a screeni.ng criterion of 20 dB

20
belo~v

this level was established so that only chi.ldren \t1ith pure tone

thresholds of 50 dB or better in th<2

te:~t

cal" at those frequencies ,.,ere

selected.

II.

TEST ROOH) AP}-;AI(ATUS, AND H.t\.TERIL\LS

The experimental program was conducted in a special education room
of a publir.; elementary school during a summer period when classes were
not in session.

This provided an environment \<,1hich was relatively free

from distractionf:;o

Included were three chairs (one for the experimenter,

one for an assistant recordingdata,and one for the subject), an experimental control booth (Figure 1), a recently ca libra ted Maieo }A,A··16 portable audiometer, 100 plastic poker chi.ps in a plastic pail, a tin pail,
and supplies of five different nutrient reinforcers.
Ambient noise level in this environment was periodically monitored
with a General Radio Company Type 2203 sound level meter and found to
vary within a range of 42 to 58 dB 8PL on the C scale (A8A, 1951)."" Ac-'
cording to Hirsh (1952, p. 164) the typical earphone cushio? attenuates
about 20 dB of externally produced noise.
fines audiometric "quiet" as

Cill

The same source (p. 163) de-

environment in which the overall 8PL of

a flat-spectrum noise does not exceed 30 dB (ASA).
his conclusion that

40

This accounts for

to 50 dB of such noise is permissible for pure

tone threshold testing." Since air-conducted test signals of 500 and
4000 Hz in this experiment were de: l.ivered by earphone at supra threshold

levels only (70 dB lIL), tbe possibilities of an.bient noise in the 42 to

58 dB range effectively masking these tones were remote.

I
21

·w,• .
9
Figure 1. A.

The interior of the booth, as viewed from the child's position. B. The booth as
viewed from the experimenter's position. C. The control console.

1. Open window for experimenter.
2. Window for picture stimuli.
3. Bank of five lights•

.

...

e

\'

4. Voice-activated neon tubes.
5. Event recorder.
6. Nutrient dispenser.

7. Overhead light.
8. Dispenser tray.
9. Control console.

I'

.11

1'1

i

Ii

'

'I

I
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The experimental control hwth
following fea tureR (Fip,ure 1):

(1)

(2) a small window for t-he Iwbject;

1

(Hau:.::er, 1968) incorporated the

<".11.

op0n \-l:indo',,' for thE~ exper imenter;

(3) a red light activated by the

reinforcement switch and visU)l~ to the subject;
bucket dispenser for nutrient reinforcements;
assembly with receptacle tray; and

(4)

D

Universal

10

(5) a dispensing tube

(6) a console "lith reinforcement

toggle switch.

III.

SELECTION OF STIMULI

Stimuli for this investigation consisted of discrete two-second

500 and 4000 Hz pure tones delivered by earphone to th(~ test ear at 70
dB HL.

Th~se

frequencies were selected because they represent low and

high frequencies normally included in both screening and threshold test
ing, thereby permitting greater generalization of results to certain
aspects of standard audiometry.
A sIgnal duration of t,,70 seconds was sGlected after consulting re
search reports on effect of duration of pure tone signals upon
threshold.

Goldstein and Kramer

(1960)

pe~ceived

noted that most studies to that

time had indicated that threshold would uot be affected beyond appro:;,
imately 150 msec.
reported limit at

Wright (1960) summarized many studies and placed the

200

msec.

The comprehensive investigation carried

out by Goldstein and Kramer reported diminishing effects by duration
even beyond this, btd: indicated that threshold values for pure tones

ll'his booth vlBS originally cO,nstructe1 for operant research under
Public Health Resear(;h Grant 70-4382 by Research Instrument Service,
University of Oregon Medi.col School, Por.tland, Oregon.

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

---------------
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. sbould not be expected to decrease. significantly for signals of 2000 msec
(two seconds) or longer.

IV.

SELECTION OF REINFORCEMENTS

Both social and tangible (nutri.ent) reinforcements wet'E~ used on a
100% sche.dule.
Horowitz

Thi.a was based on a study of 72 retarded children by

(1963),

who reported that combined candy and verbal (social)

reirdorcement for vocal responses resulted in the greatest resistance to
extinction, and that continuous reinforcement was much more effective
than partial (50%) rej.nforcement 1.n achieving stimulus control.
Selection of an appropriate nutrient

rei.nf{)LC'.~r

for Poach child t<1as

accomplished in the following manner prior to actual experimental pro
cedures.

Each child was allowed to choose just one of five nutrient

bits, each in a separate cup, which were offered on a tray.

The specific

nutrients were halved M & M candies, Cocoa Puffs, halved Crispy Critters,
halved Froot Loops, and Trix.
and a second offering made.
item had

b~en

chosen twice.

The item selected was then replenished
This procedure continued until one edible
That nutrient \vas

reinforcer with that particular child.

th~n

used as a tangible

Social reinforcement consisted

of the experimenter's exclamations of "Fine,1I "Good," Excellent,1I etc.,
accompanied with a smile and/or nod.

For purposes of this study, the

term "reinforcem\;;rJtl! will hereafter refer to combined social and tangi
ble reinforcement.

V.

EI""h child wae
to negatt:: effects of

sub~ected

PROCEDURES
to tw"

pres~llLalioLl

,:,~q:'erim::mtal

treatments.

In o::':::.-der

orot!f', the chihiren were randomly

24
assigned to tv70 groups:

Croup A children received. Treatment One first;

Group B children re.ceived Treatment Two first.
a brief rest period between treatments.

Each subject was allowed

During this time, he was taken

from the test room by an assistant, this period allowing the experi
menter to replenish the dispenser buckets with reinforcers.
Prior to exposure to either treatment, each subject was precondi
tioned to a task-readiness stage, defined as
experimental booth, and
oVer his test ear.

(1) being seated before the

(2) having accepted placement of the earphone

The contralateral, non-test ear remained uncovered,

that earphone resting anteriorly to the ear.

This stage was achieved

either directly or by operant plocedures employing successive approx
imations •
.Response modes for each treatment were conditioned without the use
of specific verbal instructions.
~tment

One

The (:hild \l1as condition.ed i.:.o

(.1rop

a poker. chip into a pail imme

diately following presentation by earphone of a 70 dB 500 Hz pure tone
signal of two seconds duration.

Latency of each stimulus tone following

the child's response, (or, if he did not respond, following the ante
cedent signal), was randomized within one to ten seconds to avoi.d rhythm
ing.

Acquisition of stimulus cont!"ol arbitrarily was considered complete

when eight consecutive responses to the pure tones had occurred.

A re

sponse without alltecedent signal presentation resulted in no reinforce
ment and a delay of from 10 to 15 seconds before presentation of the next
sti.mulus tone.

--"'./""'~'-------

; ...

""
'I
,I

I

1

'I
,I

1

1

I

I
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Following acquisition of

l.·(~sp(\n",('

lTiterion, reinforcement termi-

nated, but randomized stiqrnll prespntations continued either until extinction of responses was complete or
stimuli had been delivered.

lmLil

I

I

!

1

I

1

2.5 cumulative unreinforced

Eyt:incrion criterion was arbitrarily oe

fined as failure to respond to six out of eight tonal stimuli.,

Identi

cal procedures followed for acquisition and extinction of motor responses
to the 4000 Hz signals, completi.ng Treatment One.
Treatment Two
The child initially was conditioned to echo the experimenter l s
vocalizations in the following manner:

If the child vocalized sponta

neously during the initial two minutes following achievement of task
readiness, the last syllable of his utterance was echoed by the exper
imenter.

This sequence of child vocalization follm-led by experimenter

echoing was reinforced and cont.inued until eight consecutive sequences
had been completed.

The next reinforcement

"laS

then withheld, allowing

the experimenter to initiate the subsequent sequence and to be
by the child.

echoed

This reversed contingency was) thereafter, the only one

reinforced through acquisition of criterion.
If no vocalizations were spontaneously emitted by the child during
this brief initial pE.riod, the experi.menter vocalized
waited for the child to imitate him.

lal

and simply

This contingency was reinforced

until the criterion of eight consecutive responses by the subject was
achieved.
Follmving acquisition to vocal stilOuli, transfer to 500 lIz pure
tone stimuli was achieved in the following wanner:
pure tone at 70 dB 1-1L

\.J8R

A contiuuous 500 Hz

intr0chlced into the subject I s test ear by

1

I
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earphone four seconds p.cior to eac.h of the experimenter's stimulus vocalizations, an.d was continued tiit"ough the superi.mposed vocalization for
another two seconds, both stimuli then terminating simultaneously. This
,
D
contingency was repeated as necessary to achieve transfer of the S properties of the experimenter's vocalizations to the pure tones.
latencies for presentation ,¥1ere con tinued c:,s before.

Randomized

The experimenter's

vocali.zation was omitted from this contingency just as soon as the child
responded to the pure tone; when the subject transferred his responses to
the pure tone stimulus, pairing of the vocalization was terminated.

In

those cases in which transfer was more difficult, the experimenter gradually faded his vocalizations in intensity until only the pure tone stimulus remained.

In a few instances, it was necessary to reinstate these

vocalizations one or more ti.mes in order to effect transfer.

Acquisition

was considered complete when the subject had made eight consecutive vocalization responses to pure tone stimuli.
Once criterion for pure tones was achieved, reinforcement was then
withheld,with the temporally randomized presentations of pure tone stimuli continuing again until either extinction, (failure to respond to six
out of eight stimuli) or delivery of 25 cumulative unreinforced stimuli.
Acquisition and extinction proc'edures then followed immediately with
4000 Hz tones.

In those fe\v cases in which vocal responses to 4000 Hz

signals were not immediately acquired, the experimenter returned to vocal stimuli, achieved criterion, then paired the llOOO Hz signals with
the vocal stimuli as necessary to effect transfer.

RESULTS

I.

GENERAL

14

Eleven of the origina1.1y selected
sition criteria for both treatments.

sllbjects achieved the acqui

One boy (DM) failed to achieve

criterion for either 500 or 4000 Hr. in Treatment 'fwo, and one girl (LH)
failed to achieve criterion on 4000 Hz only in Treatment One.

One boy

could not be adequately conditioned to the response tasks for either
treatment and was dropped from the study.

The latter was a 9-yearl

month-old boy with a Binet IQ of 1-12 and an J:.1A of 2 years, ? months.

He

had shown strong aversion to vcearing earphones in previous attempts at
audiologic assessment at Portland State University.

In this investiga

tion, extensive conditioning procedures were effective in bringing him
to hold one phone to his ear, and he responded appropriately to some sig
nals.

Because of the great afllount of time rel.luired for conditioning,

however, it was decided to exclude him from the study.
Treatment

~wo

incorporates a conditioning procedure unusual to

audiologic assessment'
pure tone stimuli.

0,[

HR children:

response transfer from vocal to

111e degree. of difficulty in effecting response trans

fer with these subjeets illay be seen in Table III.

Twelve of the

15

chil

dren succeeded in achieving the t:r'ansfer criterion of eight consecutive
respon.3es to pure tone signals.

One boy (ND) tl'ansferred. to put'e tones

immediately, achieving criier-ion

~,dthout

need for any sllperimposed

I

I

28
TABLE III
I

DIFFICULTY IN RESPONSE TRANSFER FOLLOHING
ACQUlSITION TO VOCAL STI11UI.US

-====;=====-:::-:r=-"=-=-==.:::-="-"",~",,.-=-= .""
••"",.=~.====?=-=.="::"-=-=-====== ===""
Subjects

I

No. Combi.ned Stimuli
Before 1st Response

No. Tonal Stimuli
Not Responded to

t_~_1.'~r:1 Stirn~~~.__J_.. ~fore AcqU~sitio~_.

__________.....,_ _

Group A

DB
',LH

-----_.'"'--
,...

1

9

27

7

(43)a

0

,
._-------------

0

2

0
0

4

0
0
0

CB (M)
DH'
MD

DS

CB

LK
LL
ER
LD
8H

cc

1.

5

(F)

T--··
I ---

, Group B

------

1
1

2

0

20

19

1

0

'-'---'

SDld not achieve cri.terion; did not achi.eve transfer.

vocalizations by the experimenter.

Five subjects (DB, CB-M,

LL,

EH and

CC) required only One pairing of pure tone and vocal stimuli before they

responded to the pure tone alone; t~vo (DS and LD) required two pai.rings,
another (CB-F) three, whi.l0 EH and SH needed

9 and

20, respectively.

The mean number. of paired stimuli among the 12 children who achieved
transfer \vas 1+.0; the range

W!l.S

0 to 20.

the difference bet~vf:>.~n the Group A mean,

4.833,

A t-test (see Appendix B) of

3.385,

and the Group B mean,

was not signifi~ant at the .05 level.
Amoug the 12 chHc:l-i:en aeh ieving transfer,

8

responded to all con

secutive pure tone stimuli. fol1m,1ing reinforcement of the first correct

I'

I
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contingency.

One girl (TIn) failecj to respond to jlJst one tone, and one

boy (CB-M) failed to rt![·;p:md to a total of 5 signals.

Two girls (LH and

SH) achieved transfer '4Hh sl.1~"'8tant:i.81 difficulty, failing to respond to

2? and 19 cumulative pure tOIJes, respectively.
The suhject \<Tho failed to echi.eyc transfer was a l5-year-old boy
with a recorded Binet IQ of

37,

a score that falls just below the mean

for the 9 chHdn:::11 fl..'r 'IThom sllch data were available.

This boy (DM) rl","

quired 7 pdrlcgc: of stimuli before his first response to an unpaired
pure tone, and thercafter was unable to approach the transfer-acquisi

8 ccnsc·:!utive responses, with 4;:; cumulative failures

tion criter5.on of
to respond to

p~re

Lunesignals.

It is of lntereflt to note that LH, SH and D1:1 were among the oldest
children in the &ampJ.e. with the two girls representing the highest MA
and IQ scores, respectively, (see Ta 1)le II) and that all three were very
cooperative subjects.
Table IV reports on th.:; subjects who did or did not extinE;uish for
each frequency within the two treatments.

It may be seen that only t\ITO

subjects (DB and MO) did not extinguish in either treatment, and that
only one subject (En) extinguished at both frequencies in both treat
Of the 12 subjects who achieved criterion at both 500 and 4000

ments.

Hz in Treatment One, involving object dropp:i.ng, 9 did not extinguish at
Two 'subjects (LH and LI.) extinguished on 500 Hz only,

either frequency.

one (LH) failing to achieve criterion at 4000 Hz.
I

In contrastl among the 12 subjects who achieved criterion at both
.

I

I

500 and 4000 Hz in IrE:atment I,,'o, involv1ng EVR, only two dld not extin
,:,. . .d .sh

OIl

both'"~- -!"i
I"Jen':
\,. . . . )..;. . ; ..

.... L;.:v;C;\;C',..

,.1>":

;Jani;;.. ;::wo subjects who did not

extinguish at e:i. 1,er frequency in Treatment One.

1

All remaining subjects

TABLE IV
SUBJECTS lmo EXTINGUIS}IED VS SUBJECTS
WHO DID NOT EXTINGUISH

Treatment One

Treatment

T1>70.

Subjects
500 Hz

T'4000

4000

500 Hz

Hz

Hz

Group A

-

DB

DNE a

LH

Xb

I

CB (M)
DM
MD
DS
CB (F)

I

DNE

DNE
(DNAC)C
DNE
DNE
DNE
DNE
DNE

DNE
DNE
DNE
DNE
DNE

DNE
X

X
X

X

(DNAC)
DNE

(DNAC)
DNE
DNE
X

X
X

-

Group B

-

.;--

LK
LL
EH

Dh"E
X

LD
SH
CC

X
DNE
DNE

X

DNE
DNE
X
X

X

DNE

X
X
X
X

DNE

X

X
X
X

DNE
X
X

j

3Did not extinguish.
bExtinguished.
CDid not achieve cri.terion.

except DS and LD, who failed to extinguish at just
for both frequencies in Treatment T\vo.

24

extinctions in

49

4000 Hz,

extinguished

For the total group, there were

separate tests; i.e., extinction occurred in approx

imately 49% of the total nUl!l.ber c·f tests maki.ng up this study,
the

24

Six of

extinctions occurred in Treatment One; the remaining 18 were in

Treatment !we).

Thus, T.ceatr'lent One had a rate of extinction of

24%,

contdbuting 25% of the tOLa'l nur;lber of extinctions, whilE! Treatment Two

'*(,

31

or

had an extinctlon rate

75/, a.nd

f1C~i)i!nted

for 75% of the totHl number

of extinctions.
II.

ANAI,y;)JS OF TIm fl;\Ti-l

Order of Trea ~~!:.
In order to determine \-,hether order of presentation of treatments

was a significant factor in the t'i.lldi.ngs~ data were analyzed to deter
mine whether the differences between means of first and second presenta'
tions wer.e statistically significant.

For this purpo;:;e, t-tests (see

Appendix B) were applied to those differences among the followine data:

(1) acquisition time to criterion;

(3) rates· of correct response during extinct:i.on

to 3c.hieve criterion;
phase; and

(2) number of conal stimuli required

(4) rates of false. response eluring the extinction phase.

Examination of these data in Table V shows that none of the t-tests
reached the .05 level of significance.
presentation of treatments

was

not

a

In terms of these data, order of

significant factor in this study.

It is of interest, however, that Group A, which received Treatments One
and Two in that order and included 25 tests, accounted for

1/3 of the total, while
reverse order and had

24

8 exti.nctions,

Group B, which received the treatments in the

tests, accounted for

16

extinctions; or

2/3

of

the tota 1.

;;90

Hz vs liOOO II~

There would appear to b2 no basis for expecting substantial dH
ferences betvleen means for 500 and 4000 Hz, although procedures did ad
here to a fixed order involving acquisition and extinction, with the low
frequency signals firnt within each treatment.

It was felt, however,

TABLE V
COM~RISON

=--=

OF

TI~---l
Type of Data

~~S

FOR ORDER OF

PP~SENIATION

Treatment One

Treatment Twl'

Order
500 Hz

I

N

4000 Hz

N

500 Hz

N

4000 Hz

N

6

110.60
195.50
t = 1.991 b

5
6

489.333
446.667
t = 0.197

6

189.667
192.0
t = (I .of~3

5

9.20
10.167
= 0.423

5

14.0
19.167
t = 0.407
.

6
6

Mean acqulsition
time to criterion
in seconds'

1st
2nd

440.833
225.333
t : 0.825 a

number of
t.:mul etireulito
achieve criterion

1st
2nd

16.50
11.333
t = 1.162

6

·--------------·-----·~IM:o!an' ra te of
1st

correc t response c
during extinction

4.289

6

2nd

2 ~803

6

Mean ra te of
false rfsponse o
during E·xtinction

1st
2nd

--

HSl:ln

,!

t

= 1..622

6

6
t

4.365
3. '-124
t = 0.806

6

52.141~
6
l~.252

t

= 1. 719

6

13.0
1.1..60
t = 0.':;'32

6
6.

2.285

9..J62

6

--.-
,.
\.")

:;

6
§

t = 1.6'''(9

0.835

6

1.735

5

0.417

6

0.737

O.421~

6

6

1.037

6

0.024

6

O.':!q

6

t = 0.765

t

= 0.549

t

= 0.9h2

t = O.Yi.3

aLeve1s of significance when both Ns equal 6 are 2.228 at .05 and 3.169 at .01.
bLeve1s of significance wh~n Ns are 5 and

6

are 2.262 at .05 and 3.250 at .01.

CNumber of correct responses divided by time in seconds and multiplied by
response per minute.

60

equals rate of correc t

dN~mber of false responses (responses without antecedent signal tones) divided by time in seconds
and multiplied by 60 equals rate of false response per minute.

\j.I

IV

---~--

~-~--------
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that this expectation of non-significance ought to be tested.

Therefore,

t-tests (see Appendi.x B) y]ere appHed 1:0 the differences between means
for these t,..;o frequencies.

E:lCaminati.c.n of Table VI shows that all t-

scores are below the .05 level of significa.nce.

Thus, neither the re

suIts for echoic nor motoric response modes appears to have been inf1u
enced by the frequency of the pure tone stimuli.

TABI.E VI
COMPARISON OF l-IEANS FOR 500 AND 4000 Hz PURE TONES
:

1

Frequency
of SupraThreshold
Pure Tone
Stimuli

Acq. Time
to
Criterion
in Sec.

No. Tonal
Stimuli to
Achieve
Criterion

Rate of
Correct
Response
During
E~~tinc •

Rate of
False
Response
During
Extine.

3.743
3.851
t = 0.171

0.687
1.354
t = 1.557

Treatment One

"
500 Hz
4000 Hz

13.545

307.909
156.909
t ;:: 1. 416a

9· 72~{

t

= 1.274

Irea tment Two

500 Hz
4000 Hz

401.454
190.727
t = 2.195

T

11.272
12.363
t = 0.368

0.220c
0.592 c
= 2.025 b

aLevels of slgn:i.f:ieance for Ns of 11 arc 2.228 at .05 and 3.169
at .01.
bLevels of fligniflcanc.e for Ns of 12 are 2.201 at .05 and 3.106
at .01.

CN equals 12.

All other Ns are 11.

Treatment One va Treatment

~£

T-tests were tr.en applied to differences between means for Treat
mellt One anu TLcatment Two on tile same data.

Inspection of '.mble VJ.J.

I
! I

TAELE VII

COMPARISON 01" MEANS OF

T.REAm~NT

ONE AND TREATMENT '!WO

-======~=======

Acq. Time
to
Criterion
in Sec.

Rate of
Correct
Response
During
Extinc.

No. Tonal
Stimuli. to
Achieve
CritElrion

Rate of
False
Response
During
Extinc.

500 H:1: (ll = 12)

~~3.083 ~-.9-1-Z-I'-:--;-.S-~-.0.629
Treatment I
Treatment II
1~8.o
I
16.58~
~
3.1~8
0.220
_ _ _ _ _ _ _-!.-_t_=_0_._92_2,~~ 0.414 _~ O.S_1_7_..L--t_=_1.227

I

,~OO Hz (N

I

-I

ls6.909 f
Treatment;T
Treatment~ 190.727
II
b
= C.703 !

= 11)
I

9. ~(2'r
12.;6;
t

:::

loll;

I

I

3.851
'·~92

t "" 0.829

--------~,-

1.;54
t

0.646
= 0.935

-----~~------

.aLevel s of significance when Ns ar~ 12 are 2.201 at .05 and ;.106
at ;01.
bLevel s of significance when Ns are 11 are 2.228 at .05 and ;.169
at .01.
l:eveals that all t-scores are well below the .05

lev~l

of significance.

It should be noted that acquisition times for Treatment Two include the
response transfer ftom vocal to tonal stimuli, and that despite slight:ly
greater means in Treatment Two for both acquisition time and numher of
tonal stimuli to criterion, the differences are still not significant.
In other words, in this heterogenous sample of MR childreu J H'ith verbal

instructions ruled out in each treatment, it di.d not require signifi
cantly more ti.me to conr.u'tion echoic vocal responses, despite the re
sponse transfer stage, than it did to conditivn standard motor responses.
Although t-scores for the differences between me&ns of acquisition
and extinction data for thp. two treatments did not achieve a level of

---,.;:..,...., .
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statistical s ignifi.cance (see Table VII), two trends are app;;.rent in, the
extinction phase,

OO(~

is

th<1ts"mt~,what

more false responses (responses

without an antecedent signal tone) occarred in Treatrr.ent One t,han in
Treatment Two,

Although thet:"e t,.:a.s considerable disparity in the distri

bution of the sample, the rr,edD number of false responses for object
dropping (Trea tment One, hoth frequencies) <lming the ext inc tion phase
was 8.75, while the IT,ean nu;nber of false responses for EVR (Treatment
'l"No,

both frequencies) was only

~.C.)6.

Despite this trend, a t-test of

the difference between these means, as for previously reported extinc
tion data, did not achieve the .05 level of si.gnificance.
The second trend has previously been referred to:

there ,vas three

times as much extinction in Treatment Two (EVR) as in Treatment One
(ob~ect

dropping).

Although the extinctioD data did not achieve a sta

tistical level of significance, this trend is most e.pparent in Figures
2 and

3,

comparing cumulative response curves for the two

treatments~

MI I.eve I II T vs HI Leve I IV
Although the number of subjects who could clearly be differentiated
by psychometric data was limited, t-tests were applied to

di.ffet'en~es

be

tween means of subjects in HI Level III (moderate retardati.on) and MI
Level IV (severe retardation).
are seen in Table VIII.

R~sults

of these statistical treatments

The only significant difference occurred at 500

Hz in Treatment One on number of tonal stimu.li to achieve criterion, and
this waG at the .05 level only,

In this instance, the number of stimuli

was greater for 4 severely retarded chUdren than for 5 moderately re
tarded subjects.

No significant differences \-;ere found between MI III

and NI TV children in any other frequency-treatment combination.
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Cor.secutive 500 Hz Stimuli
Figure 2. Comparison of cumulative respor.so curves for TreQt
;;ent OnG (object dropping) end Treotmerlt Two (fVR) during ex
tinction phase for 500 Hz stimul i following withdrawal of rein
forcement. (Numbers refer to subiects achieving extinction
criterion).
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Consecutive 4000 Hz 5th-nuli

f19 ure 3.

Comparison of cumulative response curves for Treatment On~ (object dropping)
and Treotment Two (EVR) during extin·::tion phose for 4000 Hz stimul i following withdrawal
of reinforcement. (Numbers refer to subjects achieving extinction criterion). a

;:'

°Note that Figures 2 and 3 account for only 17 of the 18 exdnctions occurring in Treat
ment Two. Since subject LH did not achieve criterion at 4000 Hz in Treatment One (see
Table IV), her responses for both treatments ot that frequency I and her extinction at that
frequency in Treatment Two, were excluded from Figure 3.
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VIII

COMPARISON OF MEA.NS OF' Nl L1':VEL III AND MI LEVEL IV

Acq. Time
to

Criterion
in Sec.

==

·'·Ir ~O.

Tonal
Stimuli to
Achieve

Rate of
Correct

Rate of

Response

Response
Du.ring

During

I Criterion

----------------~------

False
"Extinc. fI

"Ext inc • 'I

----~---------

Treatment One

--------,.------.--.---.,---..,.--------.- r---------
500 Hz:
210.0a

MI III
MI IV

602.5
t

= 1.845

b
t

3.518 a
4.090
t :; 0.370

10.0a
22.25
"" 3.082

t

:;

0.109a
0.138
0.185

4000 Hz:
MI III
MI IV

177.0
121.25

It =0.981 c

It4.0
4.115
0.0
32.0
5.406
0.294
I t : ; 1._0_._-,-_t_= °,_._7_93
____t__=_.O_._3_90._._

.'

t

1

Treatment 1\')"0

500 Hz:
MI III
HI IV

aN equals 5.

All othp.r Ns are

4.

bLevels of significance when Ns are
3.1~99 at .01.

4 and

CLevels of significance when both Ns ere
3.707 at .01.

5 are 2.365 at .05 and

4

are

2.447

at .05 and

Product-monen,t corrE.lat~orls (see Appendix B) were computed between
TQ ~

>'6'
).'11:.

an,2
_.1

""'"
(,oJ,

(''''t~
.e;. _ and
.

to acquisit:i.on,

(1'
\ .. )

a·~,tl
~s;t'
'o·y·<
.~ ,. .....
:~
.•.•

ti·"
",._,

(2) m,n:Ln of tonal stimuli

(3) r·"te ;)f ('orrect r.esponse during exti.nction phase,

rI
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and

(l~) rate of false response during extinction phase.

for each frequency-treatment combinatio:l. resulted in
efficients of correlation.
inconsistent.

¢\

Computations

48

total of

Table IX illustrates that these

rs

co

were quite

Overall, correlations were equally divided betvleen posi

tive and negative.

Approximately 69% of these v7ere either negligible or

4% shawl.ns a high degree of

slight, 27% were substantive, with only about
TABLE IX

FREQUENCY OF POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE CORRElATIONS BE11\,EEN
IQs, M\s, CAs ANP ACQUISITION-EXTINCTION DATA
==========================-======-====.-~-=-=--================-~--~.-.=.

Parameters Correlated

--------- --'._---- - -.-r

Range of

--

I Acq.a

IQ

I
.

MA

.20 to • ~O

+ 4
1

Ext.bAcq.

+ 1
- 0

- + 1
- 1

-------+----"-r------,--,
0

+1

+2

+2

1 _+-_-_2__-+_- 0
4o
__
to_o7___t---_

+ 0
- 0

Acq. [Ext.

Ext.

Totals

1 -- ~0-~-;-~~4-

4

~. i I . 2

0

+ 2
- 1

;-_·tt'
+

I

- 12

+ 1 - 4

+ 10

- 7

----~,----+_-.--t,---~-

___
0

.70 to 1.0

CA

----..---"'-/'----- ·_---.,..---1

-·-------+-i-+-O--+-:I-+-~~----'+ 2 +
_~~~~_~_~_._1_-+-_-_3_--T - 1 ~
1

-===r===-====


+1

I- 0

+0

+11+0

- 0

-0

-1

_

+2
- 1

+1
- 0

+ 9

+0

+0
- 0

+

1 '0

.'~
1
1

-----------------4------~~------+_----_+------~-----~-------~------

Totals

+ 5

+ 3

- 3

+ 6

- 5

- 2

._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-1-.____

+ 3

+ 5

+ 2

I

+ 24

11--._5____l--..-_3_.l..--_6_..J..._-__2_4__

a"Acquisition ll here refers to both acquisiti.on time and number of
stimuli to criterion.
bllExtinction" here refers to both ~ate of correct response and
rate of false response during extinction as defined in this study.

relationship.

There was no instanc.e: in which a substantial (.40 to .70)

or high (s.bove .70) correl<i!::ion

1;o13.S

c1f!arly snpported by similar frequency-

treatment pairings, and in many cases there was di.rect contradi.ct.i.on in
terms of positive \fersus negative relationship.
'.

small.: heterog.:m0us

sampl;~

It is clear that in this

of ret'lrded childrcn, in whi(.,h IQ and MA ran.ges

varied only 19 points and 1 year, 7 months, respectively, and in which Ns
fCJr psychometri.cally-measureo suhjects \.J'ere only 7 ·ancl 9.; thet there was
no consis!:ent relationship betw8en IQ, MA or CA <')u

th~

one hand, and ac

quisition and €'xtinction data on the other.

IV.

SUHMARY OF RESULTS

Acquisition
.(1)

Eleven of the original 14 mentally retarded subjects achieved

acquisition criteria for both t:;reatmcnts., 1. e., for both EVR and motor
respollse modes.
(2)

Response transfer from vocal to pure tonc stimuli was accom

plished with little difficulty with 10 of the 13 subjects exposed to it.
Two girls achieved transfer with substantial difficulty, and one boy
failed to achieve transfer.

(3)

Acquisition data did not cliffer significantly be~ween treat-

men ts for the retarded children inth is study.

(1)

Extinction fo:!.lowing withdravlal of reinforcement oc(~urred in

211- of the 119 separate tests compr:!.sing this study.
(2)

Three times as much ext.inction occurred with EVR in Treatment

Two th.::.n '.J'ith object dropping in Treatment One.

Six extinct'ions occurred

41
in Treatment One; 18
12

subj€:ct~

ex.t~tll:ti(")'1S

in Treatment One did

2 of the 12 subjects

occuned in Treatment Two.
n·)t

in.rr~atment.

Nine of the

extingui!;;h at ei.ther frequency; only

I

Two did not extinguish at either

frequency.

(3)

There was a trend toward more false responses in Treat!nent One
I

(object dropping) as compartdwith Treatment Two (EVR).

(4)

I

Differences in extinction data between the tt\lO treatments were

not statist:i.ca1ly significant in terms of rate of correct response, rate
of false response, and number cf.fa1se responses up to the point of
achievement of extinction criterion.
Order

~f

(1)

Treatments
Order of presentation of treatments was not a significant

factor in terms of acquisition ti.me, number of tonal stimuli to acquisi
tion, rate of correct response during the extinction phase, or rate of

. I

false response during extinction phase.
(2)

Eight extinctions among 25 tests occurred. in Group A, which

received Treatment One first.

Sixteen extinctions occurred among the

24 tests of Group B, which received Treatment Two first.
accounted for

1/3 of the

Thus, Group A

extinction~, while Group B accounted for 2/3.

Additional Results
(1)

Frequency of the pure tone stimuli (500 vs 4000 HZ) ,."as not a

signi.ficant factor in the results.
(2)

Among the small numbers of subjects who could be categorized

on the basis of psychometric data, no clear and consistent differences
were fCuuJ in sLatisticdl a.na.lysis of Cicquisition and extinction data

, I

between ~rr I.evel III (moderately retarded) and HI Level IV (severely
retarded) children.

(3). The small nl,lmbers of subjects en whom specific YA and IQ
scores were available, and the relatively small numerical ranges encOm
passed, did not permit consistent: meaningful correlations of psycho
metric data with acquisition and extinction data.

CHAPTER

\j

DISCHSSWN
Results reported in

th~

preceding chapter demonstrate no signif

icant differences in acquisition data between object cropp:i.og and EVR.
Thus, the first hypothesis of this study is not supported by the results.
Howev~r,

it is interesting that the additional procedures of vocal condi

tioning and response transfer in Treatment Two did not require a signifi
cantly greater amount of time than the simpler procedures of TreatulCnt
One.

Since verbal instructions were not used in conditioning either

response mode, this raises the question as to whether EVR could be ef

fected in lees time

y.i!h

such assistance.

If the subject could be di

rectly conditioned to EVR for pure tones with the help of verbal instruc
tion J then i.t 1.8 conceivable that this response mode mj.ght
significantly faster than objet: i.: dropping.

b~

acquired

This, however', remains to bE:

established.
The difficulty in ;:c£lponse transfer encountered by three subjects,
(twc finally achievi.nr; it ar:r:l one failing after many stimuli pairbgs),
and their general charactertstics, (c:.loperative, among the oldest, one
near the IQ mean, the other two at the top of the respective MA and IQ
ranges), is Interesting.

The boy

(DM)

who failed to achieve transfer

v:as in Group A, in which Treatment Oue was presented first.

He .had

easily acquired criterion for object dropping responses with the minjrnum
nt'mper of tonal st:lmllU. a'1c had net
Ln

vJfit.

cl:.sO in Group A, buL iiaU

~Jt::~n

C'~H.nguished

at either frsqucncy.

l.<·i.atively slow to :ElGhieve object

dropping criterion for 500 Hz, subsequently extinguishing, and had failed
to achieve criterion at 4000 Hz.
went on to

~.chieve

SR, ho\vever, was a Group B subject vlho

criterion at 'both f'requencics in Treatment One rather

quickly \.;rithout extinguishi.ng for either.

These three subjects do not.

appear to share any characteristics which would distinguish them from
their peers except age and the psychometric data referred to.

Conse

quently, the question arises as to whether age is an influencing factor
in response transfer among retardates.

This should be the object of

further study.
The second hypothesi.s of this study tends to be supported in terms
of the substantially greater number of exti.nctions occurring in associa
tion with EVR a6 cOl"iipared :':0 obje·::t dropping, a rath. of three to one.
Eviden.tly;, for the retarded children in this saiii ple, resistance to ex
tinction was

greate~

fo~

object drupping than for echoic vocalizing.

This raises the question as to whether EVR might be made more resistant
to extinction in some manner.

One possibili.ty involves utili.zation of

the voice-activated neon tube in the experimental codtrol booth (see
Figure 1).

This was not in operation for this study.

A future applica

tion in which activation of this light by a vocal response is made con
tingent upon an antecedent test tone should be investigated.
The trend toward occurrence of fe-"er fahe

r~sponSo?3

object droppir,g also deserves some future consideration.

for EVR than
1nere appeared

to be more dis?crsal of this phenomenon among the subjects engaged in
objt2c.t droppin.g than \Jhen they responded vocally.

'lhe false responses

assoeiated with EVR, while som'?tim~s numerous: ~le:r.e limited to fe~le:r
children.

Tf thi.s iF;

~

trE'ncl

~.11·!ich

i~

SUQtaint~d

il' f'lture

stl~dies,

then

-----

'--

'-,. .!

EVR might offer

a

ciecidr::d

prone to del1lonstra':e

0.

.

.-----,~"

,;Ui\'bnL:i),'c.

;"

r::,.. 11c,metdc testing of MP children

high frE'c,u<;",,-:;' (;l' fulsl: pusitive motur respo!lsCS.

The greater frcquf:tu::y of e"ti.JF'~,.C'n <Illlong Croup B subjects--16 in

24 tests--as compared wi:..:h Cl"0":P A subjE;Cl:S; 1",110 had only
is felt to be a chance UCClIl.rencc
treatments.

rat1.l(';"

8

in 25 tests.~

th2.n [" function of order of

There is no evidence. that o:roer of presentation was a 5ig

nificant fector in the obtained result8, and there is no rationale 'lhieh
bet\v~en

would seem to support a relatior!shtp

that: factor and extinction.

Si.milarly, it would seem that little or no vleight ought to be
attached to the One significant t-score (at the .05 level) found between
means for number of tonal stimuli to criterion at 500 Hz in Treatment
One between MI Level III and MI Level IV children.

The Ns of 5, the

absence of significant t-scon:'s for any other frequency-treatment acqui
sition data, the limited t'angesfor
inconsistent

rs

~sychomctric

dat.R, and the subsequent

between psychometric and acquisition-t,xtinction data lend

support to this position.
The results provide no initial evidence to suggest that echoic
vocalization would be impractical as a response lllode for routine audiologic assessment of certain mentally retarded or other subjects.

1n

deed, the findings tend to support the positi.oa that it may be a useful
adjunct to the audiologist's options:

Certainly, one can thi.nk of some

physically handicapped patients, retarded and otherwise, for whom a re
spons(~

mode other than object dropping or .hand raising might be desir

abl.:!.

The applicability of EVR to clinkal threshold determination,

however, remains to be estahU.8bed.

retarded children is needt-'ri.

It is te it: that the following questions and

1,6
propo~Als

(1)

merit serious
Can verbal

co~&iderat1on:

instr'_lc~L:ln_

be used in c(,njunction with operant

techniques to effectively bypasf4 the 'Vocal.

condit:i.o~ing ~nd

transfer stages used in this study to achieve

~;Vl{·?

response

This would entail

verbally directing the subject to ""ocalize a syllable such as /a/ imme
diately following perception of each pure tone signal and reinforcing
this contingency to achieve stimulus control.
tion of this question should he initiated.

Certainly, an investiga

If it is established that

EVR can be directly conditioned among ?oms, tben this modification should
be compared with a similarly verbal-assisted object dropping response
mode.

(2)

If response transfer -is shown to be essential to EVR among ?om.

child~en,

then an investigation limited to that procedure should compare

older and younger retardates sharing similar M.l\s in order to determine
whether the older children. tend to be more resistant to teansfer.

(3)

TIle possibility of increasing the resistance to extinction

for EVR among MR children by use of a voice-activated light should be
explored.

(4)

Frequency of false positive response in EVR as compared to

object dropping should be an integral part of any further research.

(5)

EVR. and object dropping should be compared for effectiveness

in threshold determination among MR children.
toward clinical application of this response

(6)

(a)

rno~e.

Pairing of motor end EVR modes in testing MR or other diffi

c:llt-to-test pat i~nts should be
are

This is an essential stefl

whethl~r

invcs~.igated.

Of particular intt:!rest:

a combination of the two response modes would result in

valid responses might be sepanlble from false positive responses on the
basis of pairing vs absence of pairing.

(7)

Other appHcati.ons of breath expulsion or inspirati.on as re

sponse modes should be explored.

It is conceivable that blowing a

whistle or horn might prove to be practical and less resistant to ex
tinction than phonation.

Audible inspiration of breath might also be an

effective response mode for some children if it could be brought under
stimulus control.

Ibis phenomenon has been observed to sometimes pre

cede a motor response to a sourid stimulus among young children.

I

CHAPTER VI
AND

S~WARY

I.

CO~C1USIONS

PROBLEM

Hentally retarded children demonstrate an abnorm.:-t.l1y high incidence

40,

of hearing :J.mpairment, and many, particularly those with IQs below
are difficult for audiologists to test.

Consequently, there is great

need among this population for investigating response modes and condi
tioning of responses to auditory stimuli.

A review of the literature re

veals no studies of echoic vocalization as a conditioned response mode to
pure' tone stimuli among th~ retarded.

II.

A heterogenous sample

of

METHOD

1, moderately and severely mentally re

tarded children ranging i.n age from

7

years,

7

mouths to

16

years,

3

months

were compared on two response mode::. to fiuprathreshold pure tone signals
of 500 and
tion (EVR).

4oco Hz:

(1) dropping poker chips, and

(2) echoic vocaliza

All subjects received both treatments, but v:ere divided into

Groups A and B, the fOI1!ler receiving Treatment One (object droppi.ng)
first, the latter recidvi.ng Treatment Two (EVa) first.

Operant procedures

combined social and tangible reinforcement in each treatment to
stimulus control '''ithout specific verbal instructions.
Two included two Ull~sual stages:

a'~hieve

EVR in Treatment

(1) conditioning of imitations to the

experi.menter ISS ingle·-syJ.l able vOt:alizations, usually

/a/,

and

(2)

49
conditioning of response transfer from vocal to pure tone stimuli.

Ac

quisition and extinction to fir.st 500 and then 4000 Hz proceeded sequen
tially within each treatment.

Acquisition criterion for both vocal and

pure tone stimuli .las arbitrarily

d~fined

as eight consecutive responses.

Extinction was alobitrarily defined as failure to respond to six out of
ei.ght tonal stimuli follo·...,ing withdrawal of reinforCEment.

III.
(l)

RESULTS

Eleven of the 13 children achieved acquisition criterion for

both response modes.

(2)

Three of the 13 childr~n encountered sLbstantial difficulty

in response transfel •

. (3)

Acquisition data for the two treatments did not differ

significantly •.

(4)
subjects.

Extinction occurred among slightly less than half of the
EVR in Treatment One accounted for three times as much ex

tinction as object dropping in Treatment One.

(S)

There was a trend toward greater occurrence of false responses

in Treatment One (object dropping) as compared with Treatment Two

(6)

(EVR).

Up to achievement of extinction criterion, diffe.rences in

extinction phase data between treatments \-lere not statistically
significant.

(7)

Order of presentation of treatn~nts was not a significant

fae tor in the results.

(8)

Hore extinct5.on occurreo in Group B than in Group A.

was attributed to a

~hance

occurrence,

'rhis

50

(9)

Frequency of the pure tone stin!uli was not a significant

fnr:tor in t.he results.
(10)

No clear, com~istei.1t differences were found bet\veen mod.:!rately

retarded and severely retarded

s~bjects,

but Ns for those with valid psy

choI:'I2;,;r:'-c data were small and ranges of scores lv-ere limited.
(ll)

No consiotent relationship between MA, IQ, and CA data on the

one hand, and a.cquis :!.t{on-cxtinction data on the other 'VTas ev l.dent in
the results.

IV.

CONCLUS IONS

Despite substantis.l1y greater frequency of

extinctiol'~

follo'Vling

withdrawal of reinforcement as compared with object dropping, echoic vo
calization response (EVR) has been shown to be an effective and practical
response mode to suprathreshold pure tone stimuli among a small, heter
ogenous sample of moderately and severely mentally retarded children.
Further investigations in clinical and experimental settings are
recommended and described.
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APPENDIX A

DEFINITION OF

TECHNICJ~I.

TERMS ANi) ABBREVIATIONS

'The abbreviation for the term decibel, which is 1/10 of a be l.
l'he decibel € ; xpresses the ratio of two values of power. It is a
useful measure for comparing the power of two sounds.
lhe abbreviation for the term hearing level or hearing loss, which
is the devia tion from the established threshold level represented
by a zerc rea.ding on the hearing loss di.a1 of the audiometer.
lhe abbreviation for the term Hertz, from the German physicist,
Hei.nrich Hertz, about 1886. It is equivalent to cycles p~r sc·.::ond
(cps), referring to the number of double sine waves or complete
.eyc les occl'rring in a vibrating body each second.
Masking: The amount by which the threshold of audibility of a sound is
raiserl by the presence of another (masking) sound. The unit
customarily used is the decibel (dB).
p..g:~~:

A simple tone or sound wave, the instantaneous sound pressure
of which i.s 8. simple $;inusnBnl function of the time •

.§£!!.::~.llin.8. (!l:.~~.!.~l1}f-tri(J: . A method or group of methods designed to sepa

rate individna1s "l!~o::;~ thresholds lie above the norm'll from those
whose thresholds lie at or below the normal threshold. Both spee~!h
and pure tones are l1:·}ed <l.S test signals.
Sound

£~eld.:

A region c.Jntai.n:'ng sound waves. Suund f:i.eld audiometric
int:r·odl'.ces either pu!e tone or 1::1paech signals to the
subjec t by means of air con~uc ted sound ~'I1aves without the use of
earphones or cone osci.llster, u6u(;)11y wi thin .!l confined room
espec:.ally dcsigll...,d f::>r that purpose.
~.e!:lt.i.l1g

~:

111e abb;ct:!vi.ation for the term sound pressure level, 'lhich is, in
declbels, 20 times the logarithm to the base 10 of the ratio of
the pressure of th:~D sound to the reference pressure, usually
stated as ,0002 dynes per cm2.
.

SUPE.?-thresho1.d: Above threshold; i.e., a sound stimulus which is above
tne tnre3hold for hearing.

I"
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Threshold testh'g.: Determinat:Lon of the lo\"rest intensity of a stimulus
required to produce a sensation in a subject or elicit a response
from hi.nt.
II.

OPEf<A,NT TEJ.U.1S

'p'!:'!,criminative stimulus (SD): A stimulus in whose presence a particular
bit of operant behavior is highly probable, because the behavior
has previously been reinforced in the preocnce of that stimulus.
Neutral . st:imu.1~. (Jib.): Any t'mvirom:!.erd:al event which at any particular
time' brings about no change at all 1.n beh8.vlor, \"rhether it pre
cedes, accompanies, or follows a response •
.Q.eerant conditioniIlll: The. science of behavior in which the frequency of
occurrence of bits of behavior is modified by the consequences of
the behavior.
~!!q~;

A model or patter.n.

Reinforcement

th€~:

Oper~nt

conditioning theory.

Stimulus control: The st::lge in operant conditioning at ~vhich an SD ~1ill,
with a high degree ot p;:(.bability, control a particular operant
(response). The h fgh frequency of the opp,:r.a.nt in the presence of
the SD is achieved through the frequent accompaniment of the SD
with the occurrence of the operant and subsequent reinforcement
of this contingoncy.

-.---

~.timulus



generalization: The tendency t.o respond to other stimuli in
addition to the one stimulus in the presence of which the respo~se
was first'reinforced. An organism or behavior is said to gen
eralize to all those stimuli in whose presence the rate of respond
ing increases after the response has been reinfor.ced in the presence
of one other stimulus.

APPENDIX. B

FORMULAE USED FOR STATISTICAL

I.

COMPU~TIONS

T-TESTS

K1 - X2._

~

t =

-;::::::==========-

~

v.rhen the numher of scores for each grou,2 ,.;ras n.ot equal:

N refers to th., number of subject's; X represent.s the scores for each
parameter; and X equals the respec tive sample means.

(Thompson, 1965).
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for both trea t,nen ts :

x2 -

t =

X

1

~/._ .~zpfu
N{N - 1)

X represents the respective

meal1j

on the two parameters; and N
p.

if,

D eefer.s to deviations of each subject

the number of pait"s of scores (Thompson,

,3).
II.

COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION

NtXY - flQ:Y

----

N refers to thE: number of subjec ts j and X and Y represent th<:::

valuas, re&p8(: tive ly) whose linear: relationship V"Tas investigated
(Thompson) •
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